Update from the Executive Director

Dear Executive Committee Members,

As we face at our academic libraries here in Florida, the pace and types of change seem to pass by, the rate of disruptions to services and resources for the students, faculty, and staff at our member institutions.

The presenters, who were from a variety of libraries across the country, described the same pace and types of change we see in our libraries. Change is constant.

The CMESC evaluated the statewide collection and has Group Licensing 2020 in process. Ad hoc reports for various institutions were prepared on:

- Report on holding records with no indicators in 852 field
- Report of bib. records with incorrect value in 049 field
- Report of items with variations of "c.1" in the item description
- Report of items without call number
- Report on holdings with no indicators
- Report on collections
- Report of items without format
- Report of books
- Report of editions
- Report of 2019/2020 fiscal year

The next step in the process to identify a new Integrated Library System. I can use by FALSC and FLVC to manage such a large scale change in a cooperative and collaborative manner. Change and Project Management are in process.

On July 17th we meet with their implementation teams to assign site tasks for the project and finalize an appropriate timeline. Stay tuned for more information as we move forward.

As we look to the future, we also have other important projects and services to focus on. Mango Enhancements are being developed by FALSC and will result in a notification indicating Mango is about to expire. As we get closer to the end of the fiscal year, we will have a new set of Mango Enhancements.

The MCLS and Executive Committee Meetings in September will be held online. We will continue with the next MCLS Quarterly Meeting on September 5-6. To download materials from past MCLS and Executive Committee Meetings, visit the Executive Committee Meetings page on the FALSC website.

Change and learning is integral to the work we do in our libraries. It may be challenging, but it is also an opportunity to grow and improve. I am looking forward to the next MCLS Quarterly Meeting and to see everyone there.

Sincerely,
[Signature]

[Name]
Executive Director

P.S. FALSC already began implementation activities this month and will complete the investigation of possibility redesigning next Gen ILS ITN activities between FALSC and vendors are mostly complete.

The Statewide Collection 2020 is in process. FALSC completed the investigation of possibility redesigning the Florida OJ. Florida OJ and the MIAMI Digital Theatre Plus have been integrated into Florida OJ. The results from Florida OJ and Digital Theatre Plus will be released on a quarterly basis. The Florida OJ records are released on a quarterly basis. The Florida OJ records are available for search in a single website. This coming month the Florida OJ will also be released in Digital Theater Plus. Please continue to report any issues or questions to help@flvc.org.

Thank you for all of your hard work and dedication.

[Name]
Executive Director

[Contact Information]